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MEXICO
IS BACK
Industry
blindsided
as CAFE
fines jump

The standard narrative about Mexico — record auto production,
soaring exports and anemic domestic demand for new vehicles
— has changed. Last year, Mexicans purchased a record
1.35 million new vehicles, up 19 percent, and the record pace
continues this year. What’s behind the revival? | PAGES 4, 32 |

Pressure
mounts on
muscle car
impresario

2017 Chevy
Bolt EV

Change could upend
compliance strategies

2017 Buick LaCrosse

Ryan Beene
rbeene@crain.com

2017 Editorial Calendar

WASHINGTON — Automakers
worried about the cost of meeting
fuel economy targets are waking up
to a startling new reality: The cost of
not meeting them is about to get a
lot higher.
Next month, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
will more than double the fine it assesses automakers that fall short of
their annual corporate average fuel
economy standards. For many automakers, that increase could upend the economics of their fuel
economy compliance strategies,
laid out years ago, and insiders worry that automakers’ exposure to
fines for noncompliance will only
grow as the CAFE requirements
grow tougher each year.
What’s more,
NHTSA
conAt risk is the
firmed to Autofragile
motive
News
consensus
that the steeper
between
automakers and penalties will
apply to 2015
regulators over
model year vethe Obama
hicles for which
administration’s
it has yet to isgreenhouse gas sue
compliand fuel
ance reports.
economy rules. That means automakers
at
risk of missing their targets still
don’t know how much more the increased fines may have already cost
them.
The Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers blasted what it called a “draconian” increase, saying it will make
it harder for automakers to make
progress toward the Obama administration’s call for a fleetwide average of
54.5 mpg by the 2025 model year.

FIRST IN A 9-PART SERIES

future product pipeline
2017 Chevy
Camaro ZL1

Having revamped much of its truck, SUV and car lines in the last few years, General
Motors is in full-blown crossover mode. Next generations of the GMC Terrain and
Chevrolet Equinox and Traverse are on tap for next year, with some new nameplates
planned further out. | PAGES 24, 26, 27 |

GMC’s NEXT MOVE

Big growth targets will require fresh products

D

Mike Colias
mcolias@crain.com

ETROIT — In March 2015 GMC chief
Duncan Aldred planted one of the industry’s most ambitious stakes in the
ground: a goal to grow the General Motors truck brand’s market share by two-thirds
over a decade, to 5 percent from about 3 percent.
Since then, GMC’s U.S. market share hasn’t
budged, despite the hot market for pickups,
SUVs and crossovers — the only stuff GMC
makes. The result underscores that GM’s growth
targets for its profitable truck marque eventually will require new models and nameplates.
One potential avenue: venturing into Jeep’s

NEWSPAPER

see NHTSA, Page 34
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terrain. Industry sources believe GMC is drawing up plans for an SUV based on
the same body-on-frame platform that serves as the bones of
the GMC Canyon and Chevrolet
Colorado midsize pickup. It’s in
the early stages — it doesn’t appear to have been sourced to suppliers yet and the SUV’s arrival
isn’t expected until 2020 or later.
see GMC, Page 31

Aldred: GMC can be
“alternative to Jeep.”

Dealer sues Saleen
over custom work
Nick Bunkley
nbunkley@crain.com

A large Ford dealership in Texas is
suing Saleen Automotive, alleging
fraud and breach of contract, and
another dealership says it’s having
similar problems getting Saleen to
deliver a supercharged Mustang
that was promised and paid for long
ago. Financial documents show
that Saleen is
deeply in debt
and low on cash.
But CEO Steve
Saleen, a former
race car driver
who has been
customizing performance cars
since 1984 and Saleen: “We
rose to fame with have been
his go-fast Ford improving.”
Mustangs, says
those dealerships’ experiences aren’t
representative. Saleen says it’s a
“small miracle” his company has gotten to where it is since he was forced
to start anew several years ago.
In its lawsuit, Red McCombs Ford
in San Antonio says three 2015
Mustangs it paid Saleen Automosee SALEEN, Page 35

Which dealerships are the
best to work for? See the
list of this year’s top 100.
| PAGES 17-19 |

Since 1925, Automotive News has been the primary source for news happening among automotive
retailers, suppliers and manufacturers. Distinct from other publications in the field, Automotive News
remains a fully subscriber-paid publication, a testament to the value it delivers to the reader. The awardwinning news operation is anchored by a weekly print edition supported by a robust website, newsletters
and video broadcasts as well as live and virtual industry events, all backed by a global team of more than
65 editors and reporters.

THE AUTOMOTIVE NEWS AUDIENCE
More dealers receive Automotive News
than any other industry publication.
Dealers consider Automotive News to be the

most important automotive publication.
Winner of the Grand Neal Award
Recognized as the most outstanding editorial
entry from among the winners in all categories, 2015.3

1
2
3

Erdos & Morgan, 2015
ICF Macro pass-along study, 2016
Given by ABM, the Association of Business
Information and Media Companies
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In every issue, 52 times a year:
• Dealer Best Practices
• Incentive Tables
• Opinion Page

Topics we highlight every month:
• Fixed Operations
• Finance & Insurance
• Marketing
• Production Line
• Frontiers: Mobility, connectivity & beyond
• Remarketing

• Final Assembly
• Cars & Concepts
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In 2017, we will conduct six studies to determine recall and
readership of ads appearing in Automotive News. These
STUDY reports provide valuable data to the advertiser, including
measurement comparative to other ads. All print ads 10
column inches and larger are automatically included in the studies, at no
charge to the advertiser.
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The studies will be conducted on ads in these issues:
• January 9
• February 13
• April 17
• June 19
• August 28
• September 18
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Display Advertising Rates

Rates effective Oct.1, 2016 (Rate card no. 84)

NADA SHOW DAILIES

Full Page

$23,345

Two-Page Spread

44,695

Junior Page – 4 col. x 10”

17,100

Junior Spread – 8 col. x 10”

32,205

Half Page – 5 col. x 7”

15,610

Half Page Spread – 10 col. x 7”

29,225

Page One – 3 col. x 1”

3,000

Jan 27, 28, 29
AD CLOSE: JAN 6

Two-Page Spread

$18,165

Full Page
Two-Page Spread

36,330

Junior Page – 4 col. x 10”

11,920

Junior Spread – 8 col. x 10”

23,840

Half Page – 5 col. x 7”

10,430

Half Page Spread – 10 col. x 7”

20,860
8,940

3 col. x 10”
1 col. x 14”

4,172

2 col. x 5”

2,980

1 col. x 1”

298

Ask your regional sales manager about our
fractional frequency rate program.

COLOR RATES
AAAA Standard Colors
(ads less than 35”)

Per Page Per Spread
$2,260
1,695

$3,370
2,530

Matched Color
(ads less than 35”)

3,725
2,795

4,990
3,745

Four-Color Process
(ads less than 35”)

5,180
3,885

8,365
6,275

Five Color
(four-color process
plus matched color)
(ads less than 35”)

7,960

10,595

5,970

7,945

17,625
7,600
6,650

Half Page
Half Page Spread

13,300

18”

3,420

15”

2,850

14”

2,660

10”

1,900
190

1 col. x 1”
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SEE TOM & JEN
ANTV broadcasts
2 shows today.
Watch all the
NADA newscasts:
autonews.com/nada
#AutoNewsNADA
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NADA CONVENTION

The Automotive News NADA Dailies are
distributed at the annual convention of the
National Automobile Dealers Association in New
Orleans. All ads also appear in the NADA Daily
Digital Editions at no additional charge. Rates for
inclusion in all three show dailies (four-color) are:
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Special generation
of auto retailers
is stepping aside

More cars. Few answers.

Product plan lifts VW
dealers but recovery
path still unclear

Lithia CEO Bryan DeBoer says prime
time for dealer consolidation was 19982003. The publics were rockin’ — and
rolling up stores.
Ryan Beene
But these are superheated times, too.
rbeene@crain.com
DeBoer says he spends a third of his
olkswagen brand chief Herbert
time on M&A. “It’s also what I love to do.”
Diess vowed to “redefine” VW’s
What’s driving consolidation now? For
beleaguered brand identity in the
one thing, so many great
dealers are
201604
W--0001-NATU.S. market and pledged to boost
calling it a career, and buyers02-SHO
are circling.
CCI-AN_-4/1/20U.S.
production
to support
year,
But wait, dealers have retired before.
16 sales
9:29this
PM Page
but dealers say several issues remained
What’s different now?
1
unresolved after VW’s make meeting.
I have no statistical proof, but the
The 90-minute meeting marked a ceasenumber of car retailers who are age 70 or
fire in VW’s strained relationship with its
80 must be at an all-time high.
U.S. dealers. Dealers say they came away
Ron Sompels, a partner in accounting
convinced VW would continue to pursue the
firm Crowe Horwath’s automotive
objectives championed by former VW of
practice, says it may
America CEO Michael Horn, even without
be because so many
any clear signs of how VW plans to rebuild
young dealers got
its reputation with customers and regulators
their start 30 to 40
JOE WILSSENS
in
diesel-emissions crisis.
years ago with new
N the
A Dwake
A of
C its
ONVEN
T Iorder,
Diess, VW’s global brand chairman, told reporters after the 90-minute make
Citing a government
gag
import franchises.
O N Diess
❙ L Herbert
S VEG
“We’re
and other executives offered no details A meeting:
They had no hope of
A S looking forward to really managing through the crisis and then really
relaunching the brand and looking at a much more positive future.” Behind him is Mario
about technical fixes for affected diesel vegetting a Big 3 store.
Guerreiro, executive vice president for group communications at VW’s U.S. arm.
hicles or compensation for consumers, atNow those dealers
2 SHOWS TODAY
tendees said. Neither did they discuss the
are packing it in. But
by Richard Johnson
See Tom and
Jen’s
prospect of settlement talks with dealers,
they made some
cording to dealers who attended.
cludes a VW store in Flemington, N.J.
latest newscas
ts
who on Friday formed a special commitimportant discoveries over the years.
Some dealers looked at those comments
“There were no promises other than broad
from the floor
of
tee to lead negotiations with VW on comCrowe Horwath partner Rick Kotzen
as a reassuring sign, but others felt the exstatements that we’re working on it and
the convention:
pensation for losses incurred by dealers
says they built a “model of management”
ecutives missed an opportunity to show
we’re doing our best. This is nothing more autonew
s.com/nada
since the scandal erupted in September.
that sustained them.
that they grasped the severity of the crisis
than more of the same.”
#AutoNewsNADA
Instead, VW’s executives stuck mostly to
“Some great car dealers kept their
facing some dealers and the brand itself.
There were apologies, but they were
the product talking points, reaffirming longrelevance and their excellence deep into
“I would title the meeting ‘We’re work“somewhat muted,” Kalafer said. “I think
standing plans to launch two key crossovers
their lives,” said Kotzen. “But all great
ing on it,’” said Steve Kalafer, owner of the
they’re tired of apologizing.”
autonew
s.com
next year and pledging to boost production
things have their time limits.”
17-franchise Flemington Car & Truck
see VW, Page 90
of some models to support sales in 2016, acSompels suggests they benefited from
Country group of dealerships, which inthe emergence of public groups 20 years
ago. Call it a midcareer boost.
Entire contents
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